Date:

March 25, 2020

To:

Interested Person

From:

Mark Moffett, City Planner
503-823-7806 / Mark.Moffett@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A REVISED
PROPOSAL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 19-252470 AD
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Mark Dane, Mark Dane Planning
12725 SW Glenhaven St
Portland, OR 97225

Property Owner:

Keith Nelson
3497 NW Thurman St.
Portland, OR 97210

Site Address:

296 NW MAYWOOD DR

Legal Descriptions:

LOT 2, PARTITION PLAT 1997-91; TL 5600 0.35 ACRES, SECTION 33
1N 1E; TL 5900 0.01 ACRES, SECTION 33 1N 1E
R649773620, R941330010, R941330550
1N1E33CB 06002, 1N1E33CB 05600, 1N1E33CB 05900
3027

Tax Account Nos.:
State ID Nos.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Hillside, contact Kevin Kohnstamm at kevin.kohnstamm@comcast.net
& Northwest District, contact Greg Theisen at
planning@northwestdistrictassociation.org.
None.
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.

Zoning:

R1c (Multi-Dwelling Residential 1,000 or “R1” base zone with
Environmental Conservation or “c” overlay zone)

Case Type:
Procedure:

AD (Adjustment Review)
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Adjustment
Committee.

PROPOSAL: The applicant is in the process of constructing a new single-family home on a lot in
the Hillside Neighborhood at the future address of 206 NW Maywood Street. Located on an
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irregular-shaped lot with a limited curvilinear street frontage approximately 25-feet wide, the
permit for the home has been under review since April, 2018 (18-145033 RS). The most recent
checksheet on this permit (issued 11/21/19) identified several outstanding environmental
standards that must be met, as well as issues regarding Title 11 (Tree) issues and maximum
front yard paving for vehicle areas.
ORIGINAL ADJUSTMENT: Regarding the front yard paving limitation, the Zoning Code limits
the maximum amount of area between the front lot line and the front building line to 40% of
the total “front yard” area. As proposed, there is a 20’-0”-wide driveway at the street lot line
that widens out into an on-site paved auto court that provides access to the future double-car
garage, as well as turnaround space and room for several guest vehicles. As proposed, the
areas paved for vehicle paving occupy approximately 90% of the “front yard” area between the
front lot line and the future house. With this application, the applicant has requested an
Adjustment to increase the maximum paving for vehicle areas from 40% to 90% of the “front
yard” area between the front lot line and the building (33.266.120C.3.a).
REVISED ADJUSTMENT: Regarding the front yard vehicle area limitation, the Zoning Code
limits the maximum amount of area between the front lot line and the front building line to
40% of the total “front yard” area. As proposed in the revised proposal, additional plantings
have been provided on both sides of the driveway, and the parking and car turnaround area
has been reduced. A new wrought iron fence and gate are proposed a few feet back from the
street lot line. With the re-designed front yard, the areas paved for vehicle area now occupy
62% of the “front yard” area between the front lot line and the future house (whereas the
original proposal had 90% front yard vehicle area). With this revised submittal, the applicant
has requested an Adjustment to increase the maximum vehicle area from 40% to 62% of the
“front yard” area between the front lot line and the building (33.266.120C.3.a).
RELEVANT APPROVAL CRITERIA: In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the
approval criteria of Title 33. The relevant criteria are found at 33.805.040.A-F, Adjustment
Approval Criteria.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site consists of an irregular parcel of land approximately 12,000
square feet in size, with limited street frontage on the easternmost point of NW Maywood Drive,
in the Hillside neighborhood. The site and surrounding properties are hillside sites that are
located on land generally sloping downhill to the east, with dramatic views over NW and
Downtown Portland. The site is currently vacant, and abuts single-family housing to the west,
the Uptown Condominium multi-dwelling project to the south and east, and mostly vacant land
immediately to the north. The site was once the southernmost end of a larger property owned
by Providence St. Vincent Hospital on NW Westover Road, although the hospital building was
demolished in the 1980s and the new multi-story Westover Condominiums have taken their
place.
Northwest Maywood Drive is a paved, curbed roadway with traffic lanes in both directions, but
no sidewalks and limited on-street parking. Northwest Maywood Drive is classified as a Local
Service Street for all modes in the City of Portland Transportation System Plan.
Zoning: The Residential 1,000 (R1) base zone is a multi-dwelling zone that seeks to provide
opportunities for multi-dwelling housing. Use regulations and development standards for the
R1 base zone seek to assure that new development will be consistent with the City’s character.
On sites such as this site with environmental zoning, there is no minimum density in the R1
zone.
The environmental conservation overlay zone is intended to protect, conserve and enhance
identified environmental resources while also allowing environmentally-sound development
when it is appropriate. At this site the applicant seeks to develop the proposed house by
showing conformance with the environmental development standards, which is an alternative
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to going through the discretionary environmental review. If the applicant cannot meet all the
relevant standards during the permit process, an Environmental Review may be required.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
The following four cases are no longer relevant and relate to the larger St. Vincent Hospital site,
which included additional land to the north and east of the current site:
• 4253R – unknown land use review with no documentation in city records;
• CU 39-63 – Conditional Use approval for a hospital addition;
• CU 20-64 – Conditional Use approval for a hospital incinerator; and
• CU 66-63 – Conditional Use approval for hospital parking.
Three property line adjustments were approved on the site from 1983 to 1986 (EX 104, EX 145,
EX 208).
LUR 96-00680 AD – Adjustment to lot depth approved for one of the two parcels on the site,
including portions of the subject site for this application (see Exhibit G.5).
LUR 96-00681 MP – Approved Minor Partition for the subject site and adjoining lands, with
slightly different lot configurations than exist on the subject site today.
A more recent property line adjustment was completed to correct irregularities associated with
the recording of prior partitions and property line adjustments in 2016 (PR 16-264214 PLA).
Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed December 4, 2019,
for the original proposal requesting 90% of the front yard in vehicle area. A revised notice of
proposal for 62% of the front yard in vehicle area was mailed on February 19, 2020. The
following Bureaus have responded:
The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) has reviewed the proposal and responded with
support for the reduced impervious surfaces resulting from the new landscaping on the former
driveway area. The applicant is advised that these changes will likely necessitate a revision to
the stormwater report in the associated building permit (18-145033 RS). As there are no BESspecific approval criteria for this particular Adjustment, no other relevant concerns, objections
or conditions of approval are noted. Exhibit E.1 contains staff contact and additional
information.
The Development Review Section of Portland Transportation (PBOT) has reviewed the proposal
and responded with comments and one requested condition of approval. The revised front yard
site plans include a turning template documenting a vehicle can still enter and exit the
roadway in a forward motion, which is desirable (but not required) at this location. One main
difference between the original proposal and the revised proposal is the submitted landscaping
plan. The landscaping plan presents sight distance concerns.
The industry standard for measuring sight distance is set by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Based on AASHTO sight distance standards,
it should be assumed the driver’s eye is 3.5 feet above the roadway or driveway surface. When
leaving the driveway and entering a “minor road” AASHTO standards suggest the typical driver
needs to be able to make a decision about entering the roadway 15-feet from the edge of the
roadway in order to have time to stop. In this case, that means the driver needs to have a view
that is not blocked by plants at a position 15-feet from the property line.
Given the site’s location on the outside edge of a curve and the driveway’s position in that
curve, PBOT’s primary sight distance concern is the trees proposed adjacent to the south side
of the driveway. This concern is exacerbated by the fact that the driveway will be on a platform
at the same grade as the roadway but the trees will be planted on grade which is below the
platform. The grade differential makes it more likely that the tree canopy will be in a position
which will block the driver from seeing vehicles approaching from the south. This concern can
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be addressed with a condition of approval recommending the plants within 15-feet of the street
property line do not exceed 3.5 feet in height.
A sight distance exhibit was not submitted for this case. As such, staff is simply
recommending no landscaping be planted that exceeds 3.5 feet in height within 15-feet of the
street lot line. There may be a portion of the site north of the driveway where plantings could
be accommodated without impacting sight distance. If the applicant does wish to
accommodate some trees or taller plants within 15-feet of the street lot line, then a sight
distance exhibit would need to be submitted at the time of permit to document these plantings
will be outside the sight distance triangle. Therefore, PBOT recommends the following
condition of approval:
• Vegetation planted within 15-feet of the street lot line must be species which will not
exceed 3.5 feet in height above the driveway surface. At the time of permit, the permit
plans must include species information sufficient for staff to verify this condition is met.
OR at the time of permit, the applicant may submit an exhibit prepared by a licensed
traffic engineer documenting the sight distance triangle for the proposed driveway.
Vegetation within that sight distance triangle may not exceed 3.5 feet in height above
the surface of the driveway at maturity. The permit plans must include species
information sufficient for staff to verify this condition is met.
Exhibit E.2 contains staff contact and additional information.
The Life Safety Section of the Bureau of Development Services has reviewed the proposal and
responded with standard building code-related comments, but no objections or concerns
regarding the requested Adjustment. Building code-related issues and comments have been
relayed to the applicant through the building permit process. Exhibit E.6 contains staff
contact and additional information.
The following three agencies have reviewed the proposal and responded without concerns or
objections:
• The Water Bureau (Exhibit E.3);
• The Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.4); and
• The Site Development Section of the Bureau of Development Services (Exhibit E.5).
Neighborhood Review: A public notice was mailed on December 4, 2019 for the original
proposal requesting 90% front yard paving. A total of 16 written responses were received
from notified neighborhood residents in response to the original proposal for 90% front yard
paving. Eleven of the 16 letters were submitted as an identical form letter, either with or
without additional commentary. The issues raised in the 16 letters on the original proposal
can be briefly summarized as follows:
• Proposal will detract from the appearance of the neighborhood and is not consistent
with the desired character of the area;
• Most homes in the area don’t have such “dense and extensive pavement” as proposed in
the project;
• Most homes nearby have one or two-car garages, minimal on-site parking and
landscaping in front of and around the homes;
• Proposed front yard paving area is more than necessary to provide on-site turnaround
space if needed or desired;
• The scale of vehicle area paving proposed is “aesthetically and functionally
inappropriate for the Hillside/Kings Heights neighborhood. On-site guest parking does
not exist in this neighborhood. The surrounding streets provide ample guest parking”;
• Large driveways tend to visually and socially isolate a house and its residents from
activities on the street and in the neighborhood;
• There is no need for on-site turnaround space, especially for guests. If entering and
exiting the roadway in a forward motion is such an important concern a one or two-car
turntable can be easily installed, such as the one nearby at 648 NW Melinda Avenue;
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Stormwater runoff associated with the large paving area may create site stability and
other concerns on this steeply-sloping hillside site;
The neighborhood has a unique urban character, some of the homes have no parking at
all, and the overall neighborhood feeling is of a walkable, friendly, people-oriented place
to live: excessive front yard paving for a care is not necessary and contrary to today’s
urban character on and near the site;
Many people in the neighborhood prefer alternative modes of transportation given the
site location so close to Northwest and Downtown Portland: on-site guest parking and
large “auto courts” as proposed would be a “sad and unwelcome precedent” in the area;
and
A survey of heritage trees should be taken on the site, and several trees on this hillside
site have been removed without proper authorization from the City of Portland.

No comments were received from neighbors in response to the revised notice of proposal mailed
on February 19, 2020, proposing 62% front yard vehicle area.
Staff Notes: Discussion of neighborhood patterns and character with regards to on-site vehicle
areas will be discussed in the findings for this Adjustment, later in this report. The purpose
statement and approval criteria for this Adjustment focus primarily on the visual and
neighborhood character impacts of the proposal, whereas the amount of on-site or on-street
parking for residents or guests is not directly relevant in and of itself. There is also no
requirement for forward ingress and egress on this site, but Portland Transportation staff does
support the proposed driveway layout given the location on the outside edge of a tight curve in
the roadway. Stormwater concerns are also not directly relevant to the approval criteria,
although this issue is reviewed in detail by staff from the Bureau of Environmental Services
(BES) during the building permit. Staff from BES has expressed support for the revised
proposal which added plants to the parking deck, noting that this will improve stormwater
functions on the site. There are no heritage trees on the site, and tree removal or replanting is
being addressed through the building permit review to show conformance with the
environmental overlay zone regulations.
Receiving no comments from the neighbors in response to the revised proposal with lesser front
yard paving and new plants may suggest that the revised proposal is more acceptable to the
neighbors than the original version.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.805.010 Purpose of Adjustments
The regulations of the zoning code are designed to implement the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan. These regulations apply city-wide, but because of the city's diversity,
some sites are difficult to develop in compliance with the regulations. The adjustment review
process provides a mechanism by which the regulations in the zoning code may be modified if
the proposed development continues to meet the intended purpose of those regulations.
Adjustments may also be used when strict application of the zoning code's regulations would
preclude all use of a site. Adjustment reviews provide flexibility for unusual situations and
allow for alternative ways to meet the purposes of the code, while allowing the zoning code to
continue providing certainty and rapid processing for land use applications.
33.805.040 Adjustment Approval Criteria
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the applicant has shown
that approval criteria A. through F. below have been met.
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be
modified; and
Findings: The purpose statement for the front yard vehicle area limitation for houses
and duplexes in all zones (33.266.120.A) is as follows:
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“The size and placement of vehicle parking areas are regulated in order to enhance the appearance of
neighborhoods.”
The revised proposal includes additional plantings on both sides of the new
driveway/parking deck off of NW Maywood Drive, such that the percentage of the front
yard area given over to driveways and parking is 62% versus the original 90%. The
revised proposal includes Oregon grape, shrub roses and snowberry plants in the front
yard area on what was previously proposed as a parking-only deck, with additional
shrubs as well as bigleaf maple and red alder trees in the area between the raised
parking deck and the sloping grade below.
The surrounding Hillside neighborhood has two primary development patterns for
homes, although there are exceptions. For the purposes of these findings, these two
development patterns will be described as “typical” versus “mansion” patterns.
Generally speaking, most typical homes are located on steeply-sloping lots that range
in size from approximately 3,000 to 10,000 square feet, with two- or three-story homes
of varying size and architectural style. Typical homes are original homes from the
early twentieth century with many later infill homes from the 1950s and 1960s. Most
homes have only one or two-car garages if any garage is provided, with very limited onsite driveway space or guest parking outside of an enclosed garage. On lots that slope
downhill from the street, the typical neighborhood home is located immediately behind
the lot line, with a zero or very limited setback along the street. It is this common
characteristic of many homes that gives the neighborhood its urban, European
character, notable particularly with the lots on the downhill side of NW Maywood Drive
between W. Burnside and NW Melinda Avenue.
On typical lots that slope up from the street, the house is typically oriented to the next
street up the hill, with a vegetated hillside and little to no street presence or building
on the downhill frontage of the lot. All but 7 of the 30 homes on the uphill side of NW
Maywood between W. Burnside and NW Melinda Avenue are through lots, and all 23
through lots have homes that orient the main entry and building massing along the
uphill street frontage instead of towards NW Maywood (e.g. to NW Marlboro). The few
homes on uphill lots in the area that aren’t on through lots are nevertheless developed
with steep driveways and a building mass located away from and above the street
grade. The uphill lots either have an attached or detached garage right at the street lot
line, or a modestly-scaled driveway that provides a direct connection between the
street and garage door without significant room for on-site guest parking. The uphill
lots closest to the site at 315, 327, 345 and 353 NW Maywood exemplify this uphill
development pattern.
The other typical pattern in the neighborhood, although found less extensively, is what
we will refer to in these findings as the “mansion” development pattern. There are
several historic mansions in the neighborhood near the site, and all of them are
located on somewhat oversized lots that stand out in the neighborhood. Whereas the
typical residential lot ranges between 3,000 and 10,000 square feet in size, “mansion”
lots are generally larger in scale and have homes set back from the street with more
extensive on-site vehicle area. Mansions nearby include the home at 683 Melinda
Avenue (long, curving driveway in front of house and generous guest parking) and
2645 NW Beuhla Vista Terrace (large auto court near garage and circular loop entry
driveway). These nearby mansion lots are 19,400 and 32,000 square feet in size,
respectively, and the subject site is 27,324 square feet. The subject site is significantly
larger than any of the adjacent single-family lots, and the location just east of the
adjacent curve in NW Maywood Drive offers a spectacular view of the city skyline and
includes a house placed further back from the street than nearby neighbors. Although
the two-story street-facing façade of the proposed home is similar in scale to other
nearby “typical” homes on smaller lots, the lot size, building placement and extended
vehicle area in the front yard is more typical of the “mansion” home sites in the area.
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In feedback to the original proposal with 90% front yard vehicle area, several neighbors
objected to the appearance of the original proposal, suggesting that large auto courts
are unattractive and atypical to the neighborhood. No concerns were raised regarding
the revised proposal.
As proposed, the on-site vehicle area is significantly larger than the “typical” homesite
in the neighborhood, but the lot size and prominent location and significant setbacks
of the home are all more in keeping with the “mansion” homes in the neighborhood.
Plantings and a gate have been added to the front yard area that will soften and
improve the appearance from the street, in keeping with neighborhood patterns and
appearances. The plantings and gate will present a quality, attractive appearance to
the front yard area, screening the vehicle area from view except when directly in front
of the driveway itself. With approval granted based on the submitted plans and
drawings, this criterion with regards to enhancing the appearance of the neighborhood.
Staff from Portland Transportation (PBOT) has reviewed the proposal and expressed
concerns about visibility for vehicles entering and exiting the roadway. Based on
accepted industry standards for visibility, PBOT staff recommends no new plantings
that exceed 3’-6” in height be allowed within 15’-0” of the street lot line. However,
because there is a portion of the site north of the driveway that may not be impacted
by vision constraints, a site-specific sight distance triangle prepared by a licensed
traffic engineer could be submitted that may allow taller plants in some areas. As it
stands with no profession sight distance triangle, PBOT recommends the following
condition of approval (excerpt from Exhibit E.2):
“Vegetation planted within 15’-0” of the street lot line must be species which will not
exceed 3’-6” in height above the driveway surface. At the time of permit, the permit
plans must include species information sufficient for staff to verify this condition is met.
OR, at the time of permit, the applicant may submit an exhibit prepared by a licensed
traffic engineer documenting the sight distance triangle for the proposed driveway.
Vegetation within that sight distance triangle may not exceed 3’-6” in height above the
surface of the driveway at maturity. The permit plans must include species information
sufficient for staff to verify this condition is met.”
Therefore, in order to ensure that vision clearance issues are addressed, while still
providing for landscaping in the front yard area versus vehicle paving as proposed, the
Adjustment approval in this case will be granted in substantial conformance with the
number, type and location of plantings shown on the revised site and landscape plan
(Exhibit C.1). With the condition from PBOT as requested and an approval that
ensures at least a comparable number and location of plantings, this criterion can be
met.
B. If in a residential, CI1, or IR zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the
livability or appearance of the residential area, or if in an OS, C, E, I, or CI2 zone, the
proposal will be consistent with the classifications of the adjacent streets and the
desired character of the area; and
Findings: The site is located in a residential zone. For the reasons discussed above
under the findings for criterion A, and with the noted PBOT condition regarding vision
clearance and an approval that ensures comparable plantings to those proposed
actually get installed, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability or
appearance of the residential area. This criterion is met.
C. If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the
adjustments results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of the
zone; and
Findings: Only one adjustment is requested. This criterion is not applicable.
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D. City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved; and
Findings: City designated resources are shown on the zoning map by the ‘s’ overlay;
historic resources are designated by a large dot, and by historic and conservation
districts. There are no such resources present on the site. Therefore, this criterion is
not applicable.
E. Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical; and
Findings: With approval granted based on substantial conformance with the site
layout and landscaping plantings as proposed (Exhibit C.1), there are no discernible
impacts that would result from granting the requested adjustment. This criterion is
met.
F. If in an environmental zone, the proposal has as few significant detrimental
environmental impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable;
Findings: Environmental overlay zones are designated on the Official Zoning Maps
with either a lowercase “p” (Environmental Protection overlay zone) or a “c”
(Environmental Conservation overlay zone). The site is located in an Environmental
Conservation zone and must meet the related environmental regulations during the
building permit process. Although the permit has not yet been issued, and inspections
have not yet verified that the on-the-ground conditions are met during construction,
this is a routine part of the permit review and inspections process and will occur
regardless of the outcome in this front yard vehicle area Adjustment.
The overall footprint of the site, including the extended front yard parking and
landscape deck, fit within the maximum disturbance area allowed per the
environmental zones. Aside from the somewhat larger footprint associated with the
generous front setback and front yard/driveway area, there are no impacts associated
with the front yard paving Adjustment and the environmental zones. Therefore, this
criterion is met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all requirements of Title 11
can be met, and that all development standards of Title 33 can be met or have received an
Adjustment or Modification via a land use review, prior to the approval of a building or zoning
permit.
Lot of Record Status: The site has status as a legal Lot of Record. The property was created
through consolidation of two previously separate parcels under property line adjustment case
file # PR 16-264214 PLA (see Exhibit G.3). Although the current legal description in
Multnomah County records appears to still show a smaller lot size associated with only one of
the former parcels instead of the current lot size of 27,324 square feet (R239642), the
boundaries of the parcel match the end result of the recently-approved Property Line
Adjustment from the City of Portland.

CONCLUSIONS
The applicant has been in the process of designing and permitting a house on the site since
early April, 2018. As a result of private covenants on the property, the maximum density on
the site is only one unit, versus the 27 or more units which would otherwise be allowed on this
R1-zoned parcel. As proposed originally, the project needed an Adjustment to allow 90% of the
front yard to be used for vehicle area, whereas the code standard imposes a maximum of 40%.
After hearing concern from the community and staff, the applicant revised the proposal by
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adding new plantings to create a front yard with only 62% vehicle area. In addition, an
ornamental wrought iron fence and gate have been added to create a sense of street presence.
Although this still results in more vehicle area than found with the typical street-hugging
hillside home in the area with a garage right up against the street, the larger driveway
arrangement is found nearby on larger lots with mansions or homes set well back from the
street. With a condition of approval as requested by PBOT to ensure vision clearance for
backing vehicles, the proposal can meet the relevant criteria and should be approved.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of an Adjustment to increase the maximum front yard paving for the future home at
296 NW Maywood Avenue from 40% to 62% (33.266.120.C.3.a), in substantial conformance
with the layout and number/location of plantings and gates/fencing as shown on the approved
plans, Exhibits C.1 through C.4, all signed and dated March 16, 2020, and subject to the
following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, each of the 4 required site plans and
any additional drawings must reflect the information and design approved by this land use
review as indicated in Exhibits C.1-C.4. The sheets on which this information appears
must be labeled, "Proposal for front yard paving per Case File # LU 19-252470 AD.”
B. Vegetation planted within 15’-0” of the street lot line must be species which will not exceed
3’-6” in height above the driveway surface. At the time of permit, the permit plans must
include species information sufficient for staff to verify this condition is met. OR, at the
time of permit, the applicant may submit an exhibit prepared by a licensed traffic engineer
documenting the sight distance triangle for the proposed driveway. Vegetation within that
sight distance triangle may not exceed 3’-6” in height above the surface of the driveway at
maturity. The permit plans must include species information sufficient for staff to verify
this condition is met.
Staff Planner: Mark Moffett
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on March 16, 2020.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: March 25, 2020.
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may
be required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on
November 13, 2019, and was determined to be complete on December 2, 2019.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on November 13, 2019.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant extended the
120-day review period twice, for a total of 65 days (Exhibits A.5 & A.6). Unless further
extended by the applicant, the 120 days will expire on June 4, 2020.
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Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed, and if appealed a hearing will be
held. The appeal application form can be accessed at
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/45477. Appeals must be received by 4:30 PM on April 8,
2020. Towards promoting social distancing to combat COVID-19, the completed appeal
application form must be emailed to the planner listed on the first page of this
decision and to BDSLUSTeamTech@portlandoregon.gov. An appeal fee of $250 will be
charged. Once the completed appeal application form is received, Bureau of Development
Services staff will contact you regarding paying the appeal fee. The appeal fee will be refunded
if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized organizations for the appeal of Type
II and IIx decisions on property within the organization’s boundaries. The vote to appeal must
be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Please contact the planner listed on the front
page of this decision for assistance in filing the appeal and information on fee waivers. Please
see the appeal form for additional information.
If you are interested in viewing information in the file, please contact the planner listed on the
front of this decision. The planner can provide some information over the phone. Please note
that due to COVID-19 and accessibility to files, only digital copies of material in the file are
available for viewing. Additional information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a
digital copy of the Portland Zoning Code is available on the internet at
www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Adjustment Committee is
final; any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within
21 days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265
for further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on
that issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Adjustment
Committee an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
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Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded on or after April 9, 2020 by the Bureau
of Development Services.

The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statements
1. Original narrative statement
2. Original site plan – NOT APPROVED, reference only
3. House elevation drawings – NOT APPROVED, reference only
4. Initial plan for adding plantings, rec’d. 1/1/20 – NOT APPROVED, reference only
5. First 120-day extension form, dated 1/27/20
6. Second 120-day extension form, dated 2/13/20
7. Revised narrative statement
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings (both large/scalable and reduced size copies of the site plans are labeled
Exhibit C.1 and C.2, per BDS Management policy to have all sizes of the same plan included
in a land use file under the identical exhibit number):
1. Site plan with driveway plantings (attached)
2. Site plan with vehicle maneuvering diagram (attached)
3. Driveway gate detail (attached)
4. Front yard fence detail (attached)
D. Notification information:
1. Original 12/4/19 notice with mailing list
2. Original 12/4/19 notice – postmarked copy
3. Revised 2/19/20 notice with mailing list
4. Revised 2/19/20 notice – postmarked copy
E. Original and Revised Agency Responses (new responses stapled atop originals):
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Development Review Section of Portland Transportation
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Section of the Bureau of Development Services
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6. Life Safety Section of the Bureau of Development Services
F. Correspondence:
1. E-mail in opposition from Larry and Nancy Price, rec’d. 12/19/19
2. E-mail in opposition from William Gordon Jr. and Nancy Horner, rec’d. 12/18/19
3. E-mail in opposition from Alina Aliyar, rec’d. 12/18/19
4. E-mail in opposition from Ian Walton and Betsy Killian, rec’d. 12/18/19
5. E-mail in opposition from Cheryl Balkenhol, rec’d. 12/19/19
6. E-mail in opposition from Steven and Patricia Seminario, rec’d. 12/19/19
7. E-mail in opposition from Cheryl Ann Hollinger, rec’d. 12/20/19
8. E-mail in opposition from Murco and Carol Ringnalda, rec’d. 12/20/19
9. E-mail in opposition from Pramela Reddi, rec’d. 12/24/19
10. E-mail in opposition from Jordan Fein, rec’d. 12/24/19
11. E-mail in opposition from Arthur Hung, rec’d. 12/26/19
12. E-mail in opposition from Robert Herald, rec’d. 12/26/19
13. E-mail in opposition from Yoshiaki Shimuzu and Mary Hirsch, rec’d. 12/25/19
14. E-mail in opposition from Lockett Taylor, rec’d. 12/26/19
15. E-mail in opposition from Bruce and Carrie Stahl, rec’d. 12/26/19
16. E-mail in opposition from Bill Joerger, rec’d. 1/1/20
G. Other:
1. Original LU application form and receipt
2. Early Assistance appointment notes, EA 15-219154, sent 9/17/15
3. Tax map showing two parcels consolidated together to make up current site, including
record of prior property line adjustment PR 16-264214 PLA
4. Zoning checksheet from pending building permit 18-145033 RS, sent 11/21/19
5. Prior land use decisions on and near the site: LUR 96-00681, LUR 96-00680 AD, LUR
93-00621 EN, CU 020-64, CU 066-63
6. E-mail from staff to applicant verifying completeness and providing preliminary
approvability feedback, sent 12/2/19
7. E-mail from staff to applicant verifying “on hold” status and next steps, sent 1/28/20
8. E-mail from staff to neighbors who sent initial comments (Exhibits F.1 through F.16),
advising them that case is “on hold”, sent 1/28/20
9. E-mail from staff to applicant regarding context and approvability concerns, sent
2/3/20
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

